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Host SM_Lilia says:
=/\= U.S.S. Elara Stardate 10510.30 - "The evening of uncertainty"=/\=
Host SM_Lilia says:
The USS Elara remains peacefully docked at Starbase 123
Host SM_Lilia says:
Preparations are still underway before she sets sail to their next mission.
Host SM_Lilia says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= Begin Mission =/\= =/\= =/\
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
::Happily typing away at a spare Science console on the bridge::
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Still gathering data to fine tune the sensor readings on his console.::
Host Admiral_Ix says:
ACTION: Engineering teams are making the final adjustments on the Elara just as the last crew report for duty
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
CSO: Ensign, have you chosen a scan target yet?
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
::on the bridge... tacticilizing at the tactical console, like the good tactical officer he is::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
@ :: on an intercept course with Admiral Ix's office armed with a PADD ::
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Nods:: LaFlaga: Yes sir, I have already simulated a nebula and run a test scan on it. Right now I am gathering the data from it to fine-tune the sensors. ::Sounds proud of what he has achieved.::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::in the brig going over the latest security reports with the brig officer::
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Exits his quarters and turns to the TL, which will take him to the bridge. A padd with his orders is in his hands::
Host Admiral_Ix says:
@::at her office looking at some PADDs::
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CSO: Speaking of the sensors… the Starbase just issued a message that in 10 minutes we will be out of contact with them... sensor maintenance issue... new tech is always buggy
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
::smiles at the CSO:: CSO: Well done Ensign! But I seem to recall asking you to call me Jim.
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Blushes in his excitement.:: LaFlaga: Sorry Sir... err.. Jim Sir!
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Exits the TL onto the bridge and looks around::
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
::Smiles and shakes his head at how new officers are:: CSO: Carry on Ensign
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Nods and returns to focus on the information which is appearing on his console.::
Host Admiral_Ix says:
@::glances at the time wondering if her favourite captain will be late::
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CSO: Shouldn’t take more then one minute... ::mumbles::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::finishes chatting with the brig officer and exits the brig, heading for the firing range::
Host Admiral_Ix says:
ACTION: The Starbase sends another warning, 5 minutes till communications are lost
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
@ :: arrives at the admirals office and slaps the door chime angrily ::
Host Admiral_Ix says:
@::looks up and opens the door from her desk without a word::
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Notices the highest rank on the bridge is the LtCmdr over at science, he walks towards it:: LaFlaga: Commander Sovak, reporting for duty as ordered... ::Comes to a perfectly straight attention::
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
::See's the warning on communications:: CTO: Lieutenant, I recommend you bring the Elara into full internal power. Last time I observed a comm blackout like what's coming, the Power links were cut as well.
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
@ :: walks into the office straight up to the desk and throws his PADD down on it :: ADM: what the hell is this?!
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
::nods and does exactly that::
Host Admiral_Ix says:
@::looks amazed for just one moment, then looks straight into Timrok's eyes with a smile:: CO: Good day to you ::takes the pad:: CO: Have a seat
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
XO: At ease Commander. I'm an observer on board. ::nods to the CTO:: The Lieutenant is the senior officer on the bridge at the moment.
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::stops as he passes the armoury and enters it::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
@ ADM: No thanks
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Eases his posture and turns to see which lieutenant that would be, noticing moments later when he turned his head::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
@ ADM: this is some kind of joke right?
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Is so busy working on his console he didn't even notice Sovak enter the bridge.::
Host Admiral_Ix says:
@::gets up so she is at eyes level with him:: CO: These are your mission orders, you are due to depart in 1 hour
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
XO: I believe the Captain will be reporting on board within the half hour.
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Walks over to the CTO and hands him the padd:: CTO: Commander Sovak, reporting for duty as ordered.. ::Comes to attention once more::
Host Admiral_Ix says:
ACTION: With a flick of the main lights, communications with the Starbase are lost as scheduled
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::checks over the weapons inventory with the armourer::
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
::shakes his head at the XO and murmur's to the CSO::CSO: Watch yourself with that one, son. He's caught up in his own position.
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
::notices Sovak... turns a slight pale colour but soon remembers the Taggert incident:: XO: As before, at ease Commander...oh... and I wish to have a talk with you after you are all settled in..
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
@ ADM: Well with respect Admiral that’s bull, we should be doing the investigation into Pazoski's death not playing with gas clouds
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Looks up from his console to listen to LaFlaga and looks over to the XO to try and see what LaFlaga just mentioned.:: LaFlaga: Are you familiar with him?
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
CSO: No, but I’ve seen his type more than I care to talk about.
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Nods slowly as he eases his stance again:: CTO: Very well.. You can visit me after our shift, in my office.. ::Turns and walks over to the command chair::
Host Admiral_Ix says:
@CO: Oh is that all ::sits down:: CO: we have experts working on the matter, people far better qualified than you
Host Admiral_Ix says:
<FCO Lost>: All on the bridge: Err...sirs?
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::nods:: LaFlaga: I understand. I will try to keep that in mind sir... err... ::Smiles nervously:: Jim.
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
::looks at Lost expecting to be gifted with another of his bright quotes::
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
::watches as the XO is about to sit in the Command Chair:: XO: Commander, if you will recall regulations, an officer can not assume his position without reporting to the XO or CO of the vessel. You can not legally take command of the Elara until you report to the Captain.
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
FCO: Yes, Ensign?
Host Admiral_Ix says:
<Lost>All: We still have no communications with the Starbase, the cut should only have lasted 1 minute, its been 3
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
FCO: Interesting
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
@ :: points at Ix accusingly :: ADM: like the people who looked into Mesme's death? Qualified to do what exactly? Hide the truth? Keep everything quite? Make sure no-one important gets any difficult questions asked of them? Maybe until the next screw up and another good officer gets killed by your peoples incompetence!
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
CSO: Full scan on the SB, quickly Ensign, if you please.
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
FCO Lost: Like I said... buggy new technology... I remember when we had to test a weapons pod...it... ::suddenly stops and does additional scans::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::finds that everything is in order and heads for the security office::
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Frowns:: LaFlaga: Thank you, commander, however, I have reported to the officer in charge of this vessel, which in this case, with the captain's absence, would constitute a valid report for duty.. ::Sits down and looks at Lost::
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Nods:: LaFlaga: Aye aye. ::Enters a few commands into his console and initiates the scan of the Starbase.::
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
::shrugs at the XO:: XO: Its not my efficiency report, son. But I'd hate to be giving illegal orders on my first day as XO.
Host Admiral_Ix says:
@::looking very serious:: CO: I don't like your tone Captain. We all know flaws do happen, Mesme was one of diplomacy, Pazoski was one technical. In any event you cannot do any more about it than I can. Let the experts work. Is that all Captain?
Host Admiral_Ix says:
ACTION: Red alert claxons are heard throughout the Elara
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Looks up in alarm, then turns to the CTO:: CTO: Report, lieutenant!
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
::looks up with an eyebrow raised:: CSO: What's going on with that scan, Ensign?
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::As he reads the report of the scan on his console, he looks up,:: LaFlaga/.XO: Nothing out of the ordinary from the Starbase.
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
::does a sweep to see what's wrong::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::hears the claxons and runs to the TL:: TL: Bridge!
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
XO: Odd... the computer is registering the Starbase as an enemy... automated alert sequence
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
CTO: Override, then, stand down red alert... ::Looks around:: All: And someone get a hold of Starbase operations!
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
@ ADM: No that’s not all, Mesme's death wasn't diplomatic it was bad intelligence tell me who's fingers got burned for that one?! Nobody that’s who, same as your doing this time, If you really DID want the truth out you would give us the investigation, unless of course there is some reason you WOULDN'T want the truth broadcast
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
XO: I'm trying to...
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
XO: Communications are down, its unlikely they've come back yet.
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::emerges onto the bridge from the TL and fast walks to Tac2:: CTO: What's happening Chief?
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
XO: Perhaps you should send a runner to Operations on the Starbase, we are docked after all
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Looks up from his console again:: LaFlaga: The captain is still on the Starbase. What is the reach of our combadges? Maybe we will still be able to reach him.
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
LaFlaga: All communications, or only those using a direct link? I want this connection no matter how. Use smoke signals if you must...
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
TO: Take a look yourself... ::whispers to him:: and try not to laugh or launch a torpedo..
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
XO: We were warned that all communications would be down, perhaps you should send the TO to OPS to see what's happening.
Host Admiral_Ix says:
@CO: Those who need know what happened know it. The problem is, we don't have a target, and we can’t go sending the Elara investigating such a thing. We have officers on Nova Pax and in places you better not know ...You were part of such a secret team once, remember? As I recall you got a medal for it. But if you ask me, I think you belong on the Elara bridge. Do you disagree? Would you rather I gave them a different Captain as well?
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::takes a look at Tactical Sensors:: CTO: You must be joking. ::checks the duty records to see if anyone was due to be working on the Tactical systems::
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
LaFlaga: Thank you commander.. However, that did not answer my question.. Are all communication channels, all frequencies.. Everything we have.. Are they all down?
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
XO: Yes
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
TO: I'm not... not... let's try and override that alarm... this red is getting on my nerves… ::continues working::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::taps furiously on the Tac2 console trying to reassign the station as a friendly target::
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
CSO: Its unlikely Combadges will work without the relays inside the SB, but you are more than welcome to try.
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Sighs as he looks around:: CTO: Any luck yet Lieutenant?
Host Admiral_Ix says:
ACTION: The tactical console flashes as phasers are locked on the SB doors
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
XO: Luck?! We are locking phasers on the Starbase doors... and the computer is clearing moorings...
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Nods and taps his combadge:: *CO*: Captain, Ensign Nelson here. We are having communications problems on the bridge, can you read me. I repeat, we have communication problems, do you read?
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
All: Anyone here know how to force shutdown a warp core?
Host Admiral_Ix says:
@ACTION: CO hears nothing
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::ducks under the consoles and desperately moves and removes the isolinear chips from the targeting scanners and trying to take weapons offline::
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Shakes his head:: LaFlaga: Well, that certainly didn't help us.
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
TO: I wouldn’t do that if I were you... if we miss-fire on any of the living modules we could do more damage then just a Starbase door...
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
CSO: No, but we have bigger problems at the moment. ::whispers:: Try and find the computer relay the tactical systems are getting their orders from.
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
::sits at his console and begins typing furiously::
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::First looks puzzled at LaFlaga, but then turns his attention to his console and quickly begins to locate that relay.::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::places the chips back and taps some more commands into the console:: Console: Come on damn you, WORK! ::thumps the console::
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Gets up from the seat and walks over to the tactical console first to see what exactly is going on::
Host Admiral_Ix says:
ACTION: The TO's console short circuits and he is thrown back from the blast
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::flies over the Tac1 console and hits the deck in front of it::
Host Admiral_Ix says:
ACTION: In the process he knocks Sovak to the ground
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Hits the deck as well as Sollo strikes him down::
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
::examines flow charts, looking for the external relays to the tactical section of the computer::
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
*Security Teams*: Security Teams Alpha, Beta and Gamma.. do a sweep for any unidentified personnel and.. ::sees the TO fly:: Self: Cool!    TO: You in one piece?
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Gets to his feet quickly and offers the TO a hand::
Host Admiral_Ix says:
ACTION: The Elara fires on the Starbase doors. A few debris hit nearby vessels but all seems fine
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::A bleep on his console indicates he found the relay LaFlaga mentioned. He turns to face LaFlaga and whispers.:: LaFlaga: I found it... now what?
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
::pales:: CSO: too late
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::slowly finds his feet with the XO's help:: ALL: owwwwwwwwwwwwww that hurt.
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CSO: Are we in control of shuttle bay doors?
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
@ ADM: Are you threatening me to replace me if I don’t drop this?
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
CSO: Did you find a remote entry through that link?
Host Admiral_Ix says:
ACTION: All seems fine save for the doors. After the debris clears, open space lies on the other side. The Elara moves forward
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
XO: Thanks. ::dusts himself off:: CTO: Looks like it chief.
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Looks at the screen, after nodding to the TO:: All: Are we moving?
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Looks at his console.:: CTO: No need sir. According to this, we have no bay doors anymore.
Host Admiral_Ix says:
@CO: By the Gods Captain, you are a decorated officer. Not even I would dare do that. If you want to go, you can be reassigned. But you are not taking the Elara with you and I don't know if you can get back to her afterwards. Its that simple. Pazoski or your crew
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
XO: We have slightly larger problems, Commander. We've fired on the Starbase
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CSO: What?! Okay... let me rephrase... can we get a shuttle out of the Elara?
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::limps to a free console and runs a full scan on internal sensors::
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Looks up:: CTO: Err... you meant those bay doors. Yes sir... we have control over them.
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
CTO: But I need to remind you that our shields are up. We need to lower them first, before launching a shuttle... ::Looks somewhat embarrassed:: But you probably knew about that already.
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Walks over to Lost's console:: FCO: Full stop!
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
::raises his eyebrows at what he finds on the computer::
Host Admiral_Ix says:
<FCO Lost>XO: My console is locked ... sir
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
::does some quick checks:: CSO: The shield pattern is spherical.. so that means someone can take a shuttle.. blow out the aft shield emitters then let the Starbase aware of our situation
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
::thinks:: ADM: I’m not going to let this issue drop Ix, you haven’t heard the last of this, I just hope for your sake when I do find out what happened you aren't involved. I’m going to have someone’s head for this, if not now then later, I’ll wait my time
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CSO: Shouldn’t be a problem if the shuttle stays close to the hull of the ship... but that requires someone with good flight knowledge
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
Computer: Emergency Override of Protocol Delta Niner Epsilon, authority LaFlaga Two Six Six.
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Frowns:: FCO: Then find a new console! ::Turns around and walks to the science guys::
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Nods, then looks puzzled again.:: CTO: I can blow those emitters sir, no problem, but how would you like to inform the Starbase? Comms are down, remember? ::Begins working on those emitters.::
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
::Curses as nothing happens:: XO: are your command codes active yet? The computer is in Command override mode
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
@ :: turns to leave ::
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CSO: Take the shuttle back to it and inform the people there... like... physically... we don’t have to rely on technology..
Host Admiral_Ix says:
@CO: As you wish, now you better attend to your vessel. I was just informed on my console. she has blown the Starbase doors and is heading out
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
CTO/XO: I just ran a scan and the computer's showing an internal malfunction,
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Looks at LaFlaga:: LaFlaga: Good question, commander, I'd hope so... Let's give it a try..
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
CTO: Me sir? ::Looks over to LaFlaga.:: LaFlaga: My cosole is set to scan the tactical relay. Perhaps you can have a quick look when it is done. Maybe you can find the link you mentioned. ::Steps down from his console.::
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
XO: My command codes won't override the Elara's computer. In the absence of a command crew it is taking emergency action.
Host Admiral_Ix says:
@ACTION: The Elara reaches space outside. It becomes obvious the Starbase has phasers locked on her
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
TO: So what else is new? We blew up some Starbase doors... I think that classifies as a BIG malfunction already…     Self: I swear this ship is cursed...
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
@ :: pauses for a second without looking back :: ADM: its not my wish :: exits the office ::
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
CSO: I found it Ensign, go and hurry. Don't get killed
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::runs some more detailed scans on the computer core:: Self: Oh hell. ::turns rapidly almost falling over:: CSO: Nathaniel!, shut down the new sensor array!
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Nods:: LaFraga: Alright... ::Looks around for a moment, the speaks:: Computer: Computer, override emergency protocol, authorisation Sovak alpha gamma three..
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Nods at LaFlaga then turns to the XO:: XO: Permission to leave the bridge sir?
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
::Whirls at the sound of the TO and jumps to the console the CSO just vacated, shutting down the sensor pod::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
@ :: waits till he is out of earshot of the Admiral and her cronies :: *Elara*: Report!
Host Admiral_Ix says:
<Computer>XO: acknowledged. Acting first and second officers authorizations required
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
CTO: The people who installed the new sensors rewired some circuits and it's made the computer think it's under attack.
Host Admiral_Ix says:
ACTION: The CO's words echo on the bridge, though no one can answer
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Sighs:: Computer: I AM the first officer, you dummy..
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
::continues shutting down the sensor pod::
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
TO: Which relay is it? The sensor pod is almost shut down.
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Patiently waits for the XO to reply.::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
LaFlaga: Still trying to pinpoint it.
Host Admiral_Ix says:
ACTION: The CEO who was on the Starbase working on the new pod's circuits also hears about the Elara being stolen and bumps into the CO while on his way to get more information
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Looks around at the CSO:: CSO: Of course, ensign.. Though I think you need not worry about shield relays.. Synchronise shield frequency with the Elara, then the ship should extend the bubble around you, supported by it's own generators.. That way we need not put in immediately for another set of repairs..
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
@::bumps into the CO::
Host Admiral_Ix says:
<Computer>XO: Please reformulate request
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Nods:: XO: Aye sir, I'll keep that in mind. ::Quickly finds his way off the bridge and to the nearest TL.:: TL: Shuttle bay!
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
@ :: even more angry now by the lack of response almost barges past the CEO :: *SB_OPS* What’s going on with the Elara damn it!?
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
@CO: Captain, what’s going on, I've just heard the Elara has been stolen? ::looks at the CO getting nervous::
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
XO: Well who knows what this malfunction might do... changing the frequency when the shuttle launches can rip it to pieces... no risk... CSO: Take out the emitters... coming out of my salary  if anyone asks..
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::waits impatiently for the results of the scans and contemplates thumping the console again::
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
TO: There, its down. Sensor Pod deactivated. ::looks up hopefully::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
@ CEO: someone has just put themselves into a world of trouble
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
@ ::walks with the captain, noticing his "unhappy mood"::
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Sighs:: Computer: Never mind... ::Looks around the bridge at Starbuck:: CTO: Lieutenant, your command codes if you please..
Host Admiral_Ix says:
ACTION: Elara sensors are offline, she stops moving
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
LaFlaga: Looks like it worked Commander. We’ve stopped.
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
::let's out a breath:: TO: Well done, Ensign. Well done indeed.
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
XO: Seems like that will not be necessary...
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Frowns:: CTO: Just do it, will you?
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::finds the circuits involved and isolates them, shutting them down completely::
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
::passes the codes to the XO::  XO: Commander...
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
::mutters to self:: Scooter really did it this time.
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::After a short ride the humming of the TL stops and the doors slide open. He steps out and makes his way to the nearest shuttle.::
Host Admiral_Ix says:
@<SB_OPS>*CO*: We are trying to find out ... It would seem your ship was kidnapped, but now they just stopped right outside. And we can't even shoot, they are too close
Host Admiral_Ix says:
ACTION: A lot of shuttles start encircling the Elara
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
*CSO*: Ensign, the Elara has stopped. When you report to the SB, tell them that the sensor pod was causing a malfunction in our main computer.
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
FCO: Do we still have propulsion?
Host Admiral_Ix says:
ACTION: Shields go down as the malfunctioning circuits are isolated
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
@ ::continues to follow the captain while rushing via the corridors::
Host Admiral_Ix says:
ACTION: A team of Starfleet security personnel materializes on the bridge, phasers in hand
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
*SB_OPS*: I think you clowns have done enough shooting for the time being, you open fire on my ship I’ll come up there and gut you myself!
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
::walks to the TO and looks over his shoulder:: TO: Lock out the Sensor pod entirely.
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Just as he enters the shuttle he hears the call:: *LaFlaga*: Affirmative. I am about to get the shuttle ready for departure. Can you have someone open the bay doors for me, on my mark?
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
@:: seething :: CEO: can, you believe the nerve of these people?!
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Looks around as the security teams arrive::
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
*CSO*: Try opening them manually from the shuttle bay.
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::Locks out the rest of the power supply to the sensor pod::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::spins round as the security team materialises:: Sec: There's no need for those guys, we've sorted the problem.
LtCmdr_LaFlaga says:
::nods to the security team::
Host Admiral_Ix says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= End the not-so-scary Halloween special =/\= =/\= =/\
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